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The predicate connects the doer with the object and the modifiers of the 

action. That is why the predicate is factual center, which gravitates and gathers 

subgroups of all parts of the sentence. 

This happens in any language. But it is vividly seen in English, where one 

cannot omit any main parts of the sentence. Here it is indicative to compare Uzbek 

and English composite nominal predicate. 

EX:  My brother is an engineer. 

The predicate can be expressed by two types of verbs: verbs denoting action, 

and the verbs denoting existence and objective reality. The use of the verbs of the 

first group as a predicate does not differ greatly form the appropriate Uzbek verbs 

of action, that’s why we shall not stop at the predicate, expressed by the verb of 

action. We shall consider the verbs of the second group, which includes to be and 

to have, in the meaning and use of which it is observed essential divergence in 

comparison with the appropriate Uzbek “bo’lmoq” and “ega bo’lmoq”. 
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It is significant to note that there is an inner division both in action verbs and 

the verbs of existence, the division which is stipulated by, as it is called in 

grammar, the transitivity and intransitivity. 

Actually, this can be seen between the verbs to be and to have. The first one 

does not transfer the action to another object, but as if it encloses the action with 

the subject; the second one must be followed by the object. In all languages- both 

in analytical and synthetic languages- the meaning of transitivity and intransitivity 

of the verbs is established as a semantic connection and it goes back to the history 

of that language. But systematic peculiarities of the languages even to some extent 

are reflected in their formal possibilities of expressing this meaning. Thus, for 

example in Russian the fixing up of this or that semantic nuance, semantic 

direction of the verb is obtained with the help of prefixes and suffixes. Here we can 

note the formation of intransitive verbs from the transitive verbs with the help of 

ending -ся: начинать - начинаться, открывать -- открываться and etc. In Uzbek 

language also verbs can be added the endings in order to change their voice and 

tense. In English (analytical) prefixes and suffixes do not carry out grammatical 

function on the modern stage; if they are available in the word then they are kept as 

historically formed parts of it. One can acknowledge the fixed prepositions of the 

verbs as the outer formal indication of intransitivity (to listen to, for example). 

More interesting and significant differences in the matter of transitivity and 

intransitivity of the verbs between English and Uzbek and Russian in are in the 

plan of content. So, some transitive English verbs have intransitive verb 

correspondences in Uzbek and Russian, comp.: 

- to follow (smb.. smth.)- ergashmoq- следовать за (кем-л., чём-л.) 

- to approach (smb., smth.)- yaqinlashmoq- приближаться к (кому-л., 

чему-л.) 

- to watch (smb., smth.)- kuzatmoq- следить за (кем-л., чём-л.) 

and vice versa : 

- to listen to (smb., smth.) - tinglamoq-слушать (кого-л., что-л.) 

- to wait for (smb., smth.) - kutmoq-ждать (кого-л., чего-л.) 
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It is obvious, that the possibility of two-fold “solution” of any action (either as 

transitive or as intransitive) is put in the fact of the connection of the verb with two 

poles: the bearer of the action and its object. Therefore there cannot be absolute 

border between transitive and intransitive verbs. Thus the verb to watch can be 

translated not only as `kuzatmoq’ следить, but also as `tomosha qilmoq’ 

наблюдать. 

In comparing Uzbek, Russian and English one can note that in English the 

differentiation of transitive and intransitive verbs is much less tough than in Uzbek 

and Russian. Thus, in most cases two Uzbek and Russian verbs(transitive and 

intransitive) have one English correspondence: 

Ochmoq (transitive) - to open She opened the door.- U eshikni ochdi 

Ochilmoq (intransitive) - to open The door opens easily.- Eshik osonlik bilan 

ochiladi. 

Boshlamoq (transitive) - to begin Will you begin reading?- Uqishni boshla. 

Boshlanmoq (intransitive)- to begin Our journey began like this.- Bizning 

sayohatimz huddi shunday boshlangan. 

In order to understand why English, usually striving for formal completeness 

and logical exactness of expressing, in this case it is going along contrary way , we 

must remember the aspiration of Englishmen to compensate syntactical constraint 

of their speech with more freedom in morphological and semantic relations. It is 

obvious, that the rubbing off the borders between transitive and intransitive verbs 

is one those compensating means, which expand and enrich the opportunities of the 

language. As a result the broadening of the meaning of many verbs occurs. Here 

we can also observe the influence of grammatical structure of the language on the 

character of its lexicon.  

Sometimes the verb- intransitive in its main meaning- becomes transitive in 

derivative meaning “biror- bir narsani(fikrni) qaysidir yo’l bilan ifodalamoq-

выразить что-л. каким-л. Способом”, for example: 

Не nodded his assent. - U boshini egib uz roziligini berdi- Кивком головы он 

выразил согласие. 
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Valentin looked his query at the proprietor. - Valentin savol nazari bilan 

ho’jainga qaradi.- Валентин вопросительно взглянул на хозяина. 

She cried herself to sleep.- U yig’lab -yig’lab uhlab qoldi.- Она так много 

плакала, что наконец уснула. 

Speaking about the verbs of existence, we have already stated that they can be 

used not only independently but also as a link- verb, proper meaning of which is 

graded and has become the part of the composite predicate. The same thing can 

occur with some verbs of action. Especially flexible in the relation of the category 

of transitivity-intransitivity are the verbs to look, to sound, to feel and some others. 

Thus to look has the meaning not only ‘qaramoq- смотреть’, but also ‘ko’rinmoq-

выглядеть’, and it is not only applied to the acting person and also irrelatively to 

any person, in impersonal sentences. 

Не looks well. - Uning ko’rinishi yahshi-Он хорошо выглядит. 

It looks like rain. -Yomg’r yog’sa kerak.Похоже, что будет дождь. 

He sounded on edge. - Ovozidan achchiqlanish sezilardi.-Он говорил 

раздраженно. 

It sounds like a good idea to me. Bu fikr menga yahshi tuyulyapti.-Это кажется 

мне хорошей мыслью. 

Не feels well. U o’zini yahshi his qilmoqda.-Он чувствует себя хорошо. 

His hands felt so warm and strong, so comfortable to cling to. Uning qo’llari 

shunchalik illiq va kuchli ediki, unlarga yopishib olish shunchali yoqimli edi.- 

Руки его были такими теплыми и сильными, к ним так приятно было 

прильнуть. 

The same can be applied to the verb to show, which is used not only as 

transitive in its main meaning “ko’rsatmoq- показывать”, but also as intransitive 

verb with the meaning “ko’rinmoq-виднеться”, comp.: 

Show me the way. Menga yo’lni ko’rsating-Покажите мне дорогу. 

Не had rank showing on his shoulders. Uning mansabini pogonlaridan ko’rish 

mumkin edi.-Его чин можнобыло увидеть на погонах. 

Не is drunk. It shows. -U mast. Bun ko’rinib turibdi.- Он пьян. Это видно. 
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Some transitive verbs can be used in analogous way in the role of reflexive 

ones: to read, to sell and others. 

The book reads well. - Bu kitobni yahshi uqishmoqda.- Эта книга хорошо 

читается. 

Newspapers sell well in the evening.- Gazetalar kechqurunlari yahshi sotiladi.- 

Вечером газеты хорошо продаются. 

In general while translating the predicate there are not any difficulties, if 

the predicate is expressed by the action verbs, therefore we have taken the most 

interesting and significant, and at the same time causing problems for the translator 

parts of the predicate, that is the link- verbs, to be and to have. Besides being a link 

verb they fulfill a greater number of functions, sometimes forming idiomatic 

expressions. Generally to be is not translated into Uzbek in present tense, but in the 

future and in the past tenses it appears. We have revealed the cases when one 

should use action verbs in translation. The same is with the verb to have, which 

besides its main meaning “ega bo’lmoq” have a number of different meanings, and 

most of them are idiomatic. 
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